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Best Practices in practice for Teaching:- 

1. Regular Buzz Sessions are conducted in class rooms among students groups:.  

Students are instructed to Brief assignments in class. Students more readily take 
part in discussions when they can personally relate to the material. Problems to 
solve that apply the concepts presented. Students complete a worksheet or other 
task and compare the results with their neighbours before the whole class 
discusses the answers. 

Learners literally take a stand on an imaginary graph or continuum. The first few 
volunteers justify their choice of position, and then the remainder of the class 
joins them without comment. 

Case studies are made to written objectively and to include a brief overview of 
the situation, its context, and the major decisions that must be made. Rather than 
expecting learners to have a right answer, learners develop their ability to 
articulate their thoughts, frame problems, generate solutions, and evolve 
principles that may apply to other situations. 

Visual Studies: Photographic essays, video programs, and personally made video 
recordings are telecasted in the classrooms direct depictions of the concepts 
being discussed. 

2. Lecture Practices: The teacher relays on the oral presentation of material, this 

technique enhance learner retention.  
o Lecture/Rhetorical Questioning: Talk in 7 to 10 minute segments, pause, ask pre-

planned rhetorical questions; learners record their answers in their notes. 
o Surveys with Exemplifier: Pause, ask directly for a show of hands: 'Raise your hand 

if you agree... disagree... etc.' or 'Raise your hand if you have encountered an 
example of that.' Ask for a volunteer to speak for the response group whose 
hands are raised. 

o Turn to Your Partner and Pause, ask each to turn to the person next to them and 
share examples of the point just made or complete a given phrase or sentence. 
Halting Time (4): Present complex material or directions and then stop so learners 
have time to think or carry out directions. Visually check to see whether the class 
appears to understand. If they do, continue. 



o Explication de Text: By reading and analyzing passages from the text aloud, 
learners can see higher-order thinking skills and that 'criticism' is a participatory 
intellectual exercise. 

o Guided Lecture: Students listen to 15-20 minutes of lecture without taking notes. 
At the end, they spend five minutes recording all they can recall. The next step 
involves learners in small discussion groups reconstructing the lecture 
conceptually with supporting data, preparing complete lecture notes, using the 
instructor to resolve questions that arise. 

o Immediate Mastery Quiz: When a regular immediate mastery test is included in 
the last few minutes of the period, learners retain almost twice as much material, 
both factual and conceptual. 

  

Thoughtful Questions:  

The responses to the questions shared experience, so all learners, who may not at 
first answer acceptably, can be led back to available evidence to find adequate 
answers.  

 Description: What did you see? What happened? What is the difference 
between....? 

 Reflection: What was interesting? What was surprising? 
 Analogy: What else does it remind you of? What else does it look like? 
 Common Purpose: What is the purpose of.....? What is the usual function 

of.....? 
 Procedures: How does one normally do......? How was this done? What is 

the normal (non- creative) next step? 
 Possibilities: What else could .....? How could we......? If we didn't have, or 

couldn't use, ......,what could........? 
 Prediction: What will happen next? What will you see? What will be the 

effect? 
 Justification: How can you tell? What evidence led you to.....? 
 Theorizing: Why is it that way? What is the reason for it? 
 Generalization: What is the same about ....... and ......? What could you 

generalize from these events? What principle is operating? 
 Definition: What does ...... mean? Define the word ........... 

 

3. Rewarding Learner Participation: The students are identified and appreciated for active 
participation in class room session and other extra & co-curricular activities. Which 

motivates and boosts students confidence 

 
  



4. Active Learning Strategies: effective ways to foster active, constructive participation 
All research on people, and on their brains, shows we learn by doing. Learning is a 
Constructing process. Here are the choices available in the literature on teaching. The 
problem lies selecting the type of activity to match the purpose the teacher has in mind.  

o Construction Spiral: Pose problem questions in a three-step learning cycle-(1) 
each individual writes down their thoughts, (2) all share in a small groups of 
three, and (3) compile the answer on the board in front of the whole class 
avoiding any evaluation or changes to what the class offers. Let the group correct 
itself. If weaknesses appear or more sophisticated understanding is needed, pose 
a second problem in the same manner. First questions usually begin at a reflex 
level to engage the students. Used to construct understandings and concepts. 

o Round: Each person has a 2 or 3 minute opportunity to express his or her point of 
view on a given topic, or passes, while others listen. Used to elicit a range of 
viewpoints and build a sense of safe participation. 

o Brainstorm: Solicit, and compile for all to see, alternative possibilities without 
judgments. Used to generate ideas, encourage creativity, involve the whole 
group, and demonstrate that people working together can create more than the 
individual alone. 

o Writing in Class: Focus questions, in-class journals, lecture or reading summaries 
and in-class essays can improve the learning of the subject matter and, with clear 
objectives and feedback, improve writing skills, too. See also Classroom 
Assessment Techniques. 

o Concept Models: Given handouts that ask a series of leading questions, students 
work in small groups to figure out how something works or build a conceptual 
model. They make their own diagrams and record their own observations. 
Workshop Biology Project, for example. 

o Simulations and Games: By creating circumstances that are momentarily real, 
learners can practice coping with stressful, unfamiliar or complex situations. 
Simulations and games, with specific guiding principles, rules, and structured 
relationships, can last several hours or even days. 

o Peer Teaching: By explaining conceptual relationships to others, tutors define 
their own understanding. 

o Question Pairs-learners prepare for class by reading an assignment and 
generating questions focused on the major points or issues raised. At the next 
class meeting pairs are randomly assigned. Partners alternately ask questions of 
each other and provide corrective feedback as necessary. 

o Learning Cells: Each learner reads different selections and then teaches the 
essence of the material to his or her randomly assigned partner. 

o Examinations (18): Scheduling an exam stimulates learners to study. Completion, 
true-false, and multiple choice force memorization of facts and statements. Essay 
examinations force an overall general concept of the material. It is a rather 
obvious way to involve learners in doing something and getting them to think 
about what they are doing. 
  



5. Cooperative Group Assignments: ways to assign formal cooperative tasks. One form of 
active learning deserves special attention because it overtly places the learners as 
workers, demands that each process beliefs and construct expression with co-workers, 
and forces the achievement of a group goal. That interdependence affects three broad 
and interrelated outcomes: effort exerted to achieve, quality of relationships among 
participants, and psycho-social adjustment. Ninety years of research and 600 studies 
show cooperative learning tasks that have clear goals and performance measures result 
in more high-level reasoning, more frequent generation of new ideas and solutions, and 
greater transfer of what is learned within one situation to another. Cooperative learning 
groups embrace five key elements:  

o positive interdependence 
o individual accountability 
o group processing 
o social skills 
o face-to-face interaction 

Typically three to five learners work in heterogeneous groups. All cooperative designs 
have specific objectives, performance criteria and reward systems. In order for them to 
be successful, teachers must expect to spend time building cooperative skills and 
enforcing group self-assessment of them. 

o Team Member Teaching: Knowledge Outcomes: Like a jigsaw puzzle, each 
member of the team is assigned a portion of the whole. Ultimately responsible 
for knowing all, each group member teaches the others about his/her piece. 
Learners need explicit preparation in how to effectively communicate information 
to others. 

o Team Effectiveness Design: Cooperative Skills and Knowledge Outcomes: 
Whatever material is to be learned is presented to teams in the form of a 
manuscript or text followed by a multiple choice test requiring conclusions or 
inferences, not locating information in the readings. After completing the test, 
learners join teams of five to discuss the questions and arrive at consensus as to 
the most valid answer to each question, without consulting the reading. Then a 
key is distributed and learners score individual answers as well as the team's. 

o Student Teams-Achievement Divisions: Knowledge Outcomes: Learners study the 
material in heterogeneous groups as above, but instead of taking a test, learners 
play academic games to show their individual mastery of the subject matter. At a 
weekly tournament, learners are matched with comparably performing learners 
from other teams. Assignments to the tournament tables change weekly 
according to a system that maintains the equality of the competition. 

o Performance Judging Design: Skill Outcomes: Here learners first study how to 
develop and apply appropriate criteria for judging performance on a skill, such as 
writing an essay, giving a speech, or constructing a tool chest. They test their 
cooperatively developed criteria on a product produced anonymously by 
someone else. Then the learners are assigned the task of creating their own 
product for other members of the team to review. 



o Clarifying Attitudes Design: Attitude Outcomes: The teacher prepares an attitude 
questionnaire, usually a multiple choice inventory. Each learner selects from the 
range of alternatives those that most accurately represent his or her views. Next, 
teams meet to reach agreement on which of the alternatives represents the 
soundest action in a particular circumstance. They examine the differences 
between previous attitudes and discuss together how each may want to be 
consistent with the agreed-on description of the soundest attitude. 

o Poster Sessions: Groups of three to five students each complete a poster or stand-
alone display that conveys the group's work in (a) identifying and clarifying a 
controversial issue, (b) locating appropriate information and resources 
concerning their issue, and (c) critically evaluating the evidence they find. The 
posters are displayed in a public area of the college, so that not only can the 
students in the course learn from each others' work, students from other classes 
and other faculty can see it, too. 
  

6. Goals to Grades Connections: establish a logical agreement of goals and objectives, 
flowing to measures of performance, criteria, and grading. A formidable obstacle every 
teacher faces is how to analyze the content of a course, predetermine the outcomes 
desired, and communicate the necessary performance expectations to the learners in a 
detailed, congruous syllabus that logically connects goals to the measures for grades. 
That is, the objectives follow from the goals, the requirements are demonstrations of 
performance of those objectives, and the evaluation methods reflect attainment of the 
objectives to measurable criteria. This is rarely simple. At times teachers need their own 
cooperative learning groups in order to solve the myriad problems in coordinating 
course goals, uncovering the traditional discontinuities between goals and grading, and 
achieving assessment clarity. These are the basic criteria for the task:  

o Goals Stated as Outcomes, Not Processes (25): Goals for the course are agreed to 
by the other faculty in the instructional unit to achieve outcomes desired from an 
integrated program of study. Process statements, such as 'students will 
participate in....' or 'students will undertake...' are avoided. Outcomes say that, at 
the end, students will be capable of doing 'x.' 

o Objectives are Performances (26): Performances are actual behaviors or classes of 
behaviors that indicate the presence of the alleged ability that generally are 
agreed upon by the faculty of the instructional unit. These are the abilities that 
constitute each goal. Each is formulated using active, measurable verbs from 
Bloom's Taxonomy (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, 
evaluation) and placed at the level of the taxonomy that reflects the amount of 
time allocated. 

o Requirements are Detailed in Writing: All desired learner outputs, including the 
criteria for success and relative weights, are clearly specified to learners in 
advance. 

o Grades are Referenced to Criteria (27): Learner achievement is measured with 
respect to a specified standard of quality, on a continuum from zero to 
perfection, not a percentage comparison to other learner's achievements. 
  



7. Modeling: represent openness, continuous learning, and trust. As a paragon of personal 
development, a teacher faces interpersonal challenges in every action he or she takes to 
engage, facilitate, catalyze, and give life to the opportunity to learn. Great teachers 
teach by example. It is the authentic life that instructs. These attitudinal qualities of 
being connected to learning in delight, illumination, and even rapture have been 
described in many ways, but none clearer perhaps than by Carl Rogers. (28)  

o Openness to Experience in the Here and Now: Being truthful, personally in touch 
with one's own feelings and current experience. 

o Incorporation into Oneself of the Process of Change: Openness to learning 
opportunities, belief in oneself as an effective learner, and modeling learning, and 
its accompanying mistakes, visibly to learners. 

o Unconditional Positive Regard for Others: Deep trust in the underlying goodness 
of each person, despite how they appear, and the explicitly expressed belief in 
each learner's ability to learn and grow. 
  

8. Double Loop Feedback: facilitating mutual awareness of how one learns to learn 
The times when the teacher should correct performance are often the most difficult as 
well as the most significant. It is easier to identify errors and deficiencies in the actions 
of others than to communicate them in a way that continues their willing engagement 
in correcting them. Because people rarely produce actions that do not make sense to 
them (they act intentionally), they naturally tend to become defensive, confused, or 
ashamed when criticized or given advice. Yet individualized correction is often the key 
to improved performance. An effective feedback procedure should enable reflection 
and self-correction without fostering hostility or defensiveness. Double loop feedback 
(29) is a method of providing correctives in a way that maintains the learner's continued 
engagement in the process of acquiring competence and self-confidence. It sequences 
the statements teacher's make by starting with least inferential and examining both the 
learner's performance and the evaluator's assumptions at each stage. In double loop 
learning an open-ended cycle is created where the teacher and the learner 
cooperatively examine both the learner's performance and the underlying perspectives 
the teacher brings to regard that performance. Optimal correction is possible when 
both parties responsibly work for error detection at each level of inference before 
proceeding to the next. In other words, get the facts right first; then work to agree upon 
what 'most people' would agree those facts to mean. As opposed to the natural 
tendency to think of judgments and opinions first, this procedure holds them in 
abeyance.  

o Step 1. Objective Description of Physical Reality: State the facts as you see 
them:  

 'There are 14 misspelled words here.' 
 'Since I assigned the class the task, you have asked me four questions.' 
 'You pointed your finger at the person you addressed.' 

Get agreement before proceeding any further, for correcting errors may not be 
possible unless both parties agree to a common set of facts. 



o Step 2. Culturally Accepted Meaning: Describe what a jury or group of informed 
spectators observing the event would conclude and check that generalization:  

 'It hasn't been spell-checked. That true?' 
 'You are using me as the first resource not the handouts or your friends, 

huh?' 
 'Wouldn't most people conclude that your non-verbal gesture implies an 

adversarial rather than cooperative stance?' 

Again, get agreement. Usually the learner will either justify or correct when the 
behavior is recognized as holding an accepted meaning. This level of inference is 
the same used by journalists and anthropologists to describe events and actions 
as viewed from a culturally specific viewpoint. That viewpoint, too, is also suspect 
and, to be fair, should be examined simultaneously----thus the term double loop. 

o Step 3. Judgments and Personal Reality: After the above have been discussed 
and agreed upon, the judgments of both parties can be stated without inducing 
animosity or defensiveness. People naturally attach meaning to events in accord 
with their own life experiences. Nothing is wrong with this, but these opinions are 
unreliable. By keeping them out of the feedback discussion, both parties can 
attach meaning to events with greater reliability, often without judgments ever 
entering into the discussion. At times it may be wise to check first with the 
recipient before moving into this stage: 'Would you like my opinion?'  

 'That many mistakes imply you don't care if it is ever read.' 
 'I would like to see you find more answers independently.' 
 'Your message is more likely to be heard if you speak about yourself 

instead of attacking others.' 
  

9. Climate Setting: regulate the physical and mental climate. A large portion of teaching 
effectiveness involves setting the stage. The task of getting everyone comfortable 
enough to learn comes with the territory. Solve comfort issues first and the learning 
path is smoother. Research shows that successful teachers spend 10% of classroom 
time optimizing the arrangement of the physical setting as well as the psychological 
setting-a climate of collaboration, support, openness, pleasure, and humanity:  

o Meet the Learner's Needs for Physical Comfort and Accessibility: Insure a 
comfortable environment where basic needs for all learners are met: lighting, 
heat, seating, quiet, etc. 

o Define Negotiable and Non-negotiable Areas: Clearly specify those aspects of 
class performance that are the instructor's responsibility, such as essential 
procedures, external constraints, performance requirements (such as attendance, 
assignments), and summative evaluation - and those parts of the course that 
have mutual and negotiable responsibility (such as seating arrangements, breaks, 
groupings). 

o Clarify the Instructor's Role: Impart the explicit assumption that the teacher is 
here to facilitate learning by providing resources, tasks, and support. The teacher 
is not the fount of all knowledge. The teacher trusts the learners to want to learn 
and therefore will take responsibility for their own learning. Students answer the 



question, "In order to make this learning opportunity the best for me, what would 
I like to see the instructor do?" The task is to achieve consensus on what role the 
instructor will take. 

o Clarify the Learner's Role as Members of a Learning Community: Clarify 
expectations the learners have for the instructor and expectations they have for 
establishing constructive relationships with each other. Students answer the 
question, "In order to make this learning opportunity best for me, what would I 
like to see my classmates do?" The class arrives at consensus on what obligations 
and responsibilities are expected by others. 
  

10. Fostering Learner Self-Responsibility: allow learners to plan and evaluate much of their 
learning. Effective teachers offer ways for the learners to take an active role, for at least 
a portion of the course, in diagnosing their learning needs, formulating learning goals, 
identifying human and material resources for learning, choosing and implementing 
appropriate strategies, and evaluating the outcomes. (31)  

o Involve Learners in Mutual Planning: People tend to feel committed to any 
decision in proportion to the extent to which they have participated in making it.  

o Involve Learners in Diagnosing Their Own Needs for Learning: A problem to solve 
is meshing the needs the learners are aware of (felt needs) with the needs their 
organizations, vocation, or society has for them (ascribed needs). One method is 
to present a model of competencies, which reflects both personal and 
organizational needs, so that the learners can identify the gaps between their 
current performance and where the model specifies they need to be. Another 
method is to compile the totality of learner understandings (and 
misunderstandings) about the current topic, have them represent their 
experience in some tangible form, and then develop questions that come to 
mind. These questions then can guide further inquiry. 

o Involve Learners in Formulating Their Learning Objectives: Promote attainment of 
at least a portion of the course requirements through flexible contracts by which 
the learner:  

1. translates a diagnosed learning need into a learning objective, 
2. identifies, with help, the most effective resources and strategies for 

accomplishing each objective, 
3. specifies the evidence that will indicate accomplishment, and 
4. specifies how this evidence will be judged or evaluated. 

Involve Learners in Evaluating Their Learning: Teachers and learners together work to find out 
what learning occurs within the unique context every course presents. Classroom Assessment 
Techniques gather information to guide the adjustments both teachers and learners need to 
make to improve learning. (32) I2n the end, if people are to become independent, lifelong 
learners, they must learn to take full responsibility for their learning. 
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